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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

PART I. CHILDREN IN FAMILIES

Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION OF PARENT

Introduction

1-1 Definition of Parent
   [Cross-reference to ALI Principles, UPA, and ULC on the question of who is a legal parent and thus bears the obligations and can exercise the rights]

Chapter 2. PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY

2-1 Duty to Provide Economic Support
   § 2.1. Duty to Provide Economic Support

2-2 Education
   § ___. Duty to Provide Education
   § ___. Authority to Make Decisions
   § ___. General
   § ___. Home Schooling
   § ___. Limited Authority to Control School Curriculum

2-3 Medical Care
   § 3.0 Duty to Provide Necessary Medical Care
   § 3.1 Scope of Parental Authority to Make Medical Decisions

2-4 Religion
   § ___. Choosing a religion
   § ___. Practicing a religion

2-5 Parental Privilege to Discipline a Child

2-6 Duty to Protect Children From Harm by Third Parties

2-7 Duty to Rescue Children From Harm

2-8 Responsibility for Children’s Misconduct [cross-reference Rest. 3d Torts]
Chapter 3. PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM ABUSE AND NEGLECT

3-1 Introductory Note [parens patriae justification for intervention and substantive and procedural due process protections against state intervention]


3-2 Grounds
a. Abuse
   i. Physical
   ii. Sexual
   iii. Psychological
b. Neglect
   i. Physical
   ii. Medical
   iii. Psychological (including witnessing domestic violence)
   iv. Failure to Supervise

3-3 Dispositions
§ ___. In-home Services
§ ___. Change of Custody to Another Family Member
§ ___. Removal of Child from Custody of Parents
§ ___. Standard for Removing Child from Parental Custody
§ ___. Placement of Child in Foster Care
   a. Kinship Placement
   b. Non-relative
   c. Group Home Care
   d. Institutional Care
   e. Transracial Placement and Cultural or Religious Considerations

3-4 Liability of State Actors for Failure to Remove Child from the Home

3-5 Obligation of State When Child is in State Custody
§ ___. Child Safety
§ ___. Medical Care
§ ___. Educational Needs
§ ___. [Might add: obligation to seek special immigrant juvenile status]
§ ___. Facilitate Visitation with Siblings
§ ___. Rights of Legal Parents While Child is in State Custody
§ ___. Rights of Foster Parents

3-6 Obligation of state to reunify family
Chapter 4. EMANCIPATION OF CHILDREN

Part II

CHILDREN IN SCHOOLS

Chapter 5. PRINCIPLES AND GOALS

The law regulating education imposes some limits on parents’ control over their children’s upbringing, but schools have authority and control over children that limits the rights of both parents and children. The public school is a context in which some rights of children are recognized/protected independent of parents.

Chapter 6. RIGHT TO EDUCATION

6-1 State Constitutional Right

6-2 Special Education—Cases Interpreting IDEA/ADA

Chapter 7. OBLIGATION TO ATTEND SCHOOL

7-1 Religious Exemption/Scope; Right to Attend Private School; Right to Home Schooling

Chapter 8. STUDENT DISCIPLINE

8-1 Student Discipline
   § 8.1. Student Discipline

8-2 Due process

Chapter 9. STUDENT SPEECH RIGHTS
9-1  Student Speech Within the Curriculum
   § ___.  School Publications and Performances

9-2  Extra-curricular Speech
   § ___.  Speech on School Grounds
   § ___.  Extra-curricular Speech Off School Grounds
   § ___.  Social Media

9-3  Access to speech/information

9-4  Compelled Speech
   § ___.  Pledge
   § ___.  Prayer

Chapter 10. RELIGION IN PUBLIC SCHOOL

10-1  Establishment Clause Limitations
   § ___.  Religious Celebrations
   § ___.  Clubs and Organizations
   § ___.  Curriculum (Intelligent Design)
   § ___.  Prayer (cross ref).

10-2  Free Exercise

Chapter 11. SCHOOL SEARCHES

11-1  Reasonableness Standard – Individualized Search

11-2  Drug Testing and Other Blanket Searches; Lockers

Chapter 12. REGULATION OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS

[We might add something in this Part on school responsibilities to transgender students.]

Part III

CHILDREN IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM

Chapter 13. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

Chapter 14. PRE-ADJUDICATION
14-1 Search and Seizure
   § ___. General Rules
       a. Voluntariness and youthfulness
       b. Parental consent for search
       c. Children’s consent to search home
   § ___. School searches; Exclusionary rule in school search; Cross reference to Schools

14-2 Interrogation and the Admissibility of Statements
      Introductory note
   § 14-2.0 Rights of a juvenile in custody
   § 14-2.1 Waiver of rights in a custodial setting
   § 14-2.2 Consultation with counsel for younger juveniles
   § 14-2.3 Video recording of interrogation required

14-3 Pre-adjudication Detention
   § ___. Right to attorney at detention hearing
   § ___. Conditions of detention (Tentative) (Requirements? education, special education, access to medical and behavioral health care)

Chapter 15. DELINQUENCY PROCEEDING

15-1 Minimum Age of Delinquency Jurisdiction; Alternative of Dependency for Children Under Jurisdictional Age

15-2 Representation by Counsel
   § ___. Waiver of Right to Attorney
   § ___. Role of Parents
       a. Conflicts of Interest—when parent pays for counsel and they or one of their other children or family members may be victims
       b. Informed consent to waive conflict

15-3 Adjudicative Competence in Juvenile Proceedings

15-4 Responsibility Defenses (e.g., infancy, insanity) in Juvenile Delinquency Proceeding

15-5 Jury Trial

15-5 Open vs. Closed Proceedings; Confidentiality of Records
   § ___. Closed proceeding
   § ___. Confidentiality of Records and Expungement
   § ___. Permissible uses of delinquency records in criminal sentencing and sex offender proceedings

xxi
Chapter 16. DELINQUENCY DISPOSITIONS

16-1 Parental involvement in dispositions

16-2 Dispositional Conditions and rights
   § ___. Prohibition of solitary confinement
   § ___. Parental access and involvement
   § ___. Right to Medical and Psychological, substance abuse services
   § ___. Right to Educational services
   § ___. Durational limits of dispositions

Chapter 17. JUVENILES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

17-1 Transfer to criminal court
   § ___. Requirement of competence-maturity for transfer
   § ___. Criteria for transfer—amenability to treatment
   § ___. Incriminating disclosures in transfer hearing—use in criminal prosecution

17-2 Adjudicative Competence in criminal proceedings

17-3 Responsibility/diminished culpability defenses based on immaturity

17-4 Sentencing juveniles in criminal court (cross reference to M.P.C.)
   § ___. Imposing mandatory adult sentences on juveniles
   § ___. Use of Miller factors in LWOP sentencing
   § ___. Individualized non-LWOP sentencing of juveniles
   § ___. Pre-sentencing Evaluation
   § ___. Reverse waiver—dispositions in juvenile court.

17-5 Conditions of confinement for juveniles sentenced as adults
   § ___. Separation from adult prisoners
   § ___. Right to services—educational, medical. Psychological, substance abuse
   § ___. Solitary confinement

PART IV

CHILDREN IN OTHER CONTEXTS
[PERHAPS CHANGE TO “CHILDREN AS MATURING PERSONS”
OR “CHILDREN IN SOCIETY”]

Chapter 18 INTRODUCTION/GOALS AND PRINCIPLES
Children’s authority to make decisions and act on their own behalf is circumscribed by the
decisionmaking authority granted to parents and school officials. There are, however, certain
contexts in which children can exercise greater control, particularly as they approach the
relevant age line between childhood and adulthood. Children are also afforded special
protections, not only those secured through parental and educational obligations, but through
abuse-and-neglect, criminal, and child-labor laws. Finally, children have legal obligations that
are modified to reflect their immaturity.

Chapter 19. MEDICAL CARE AND MEDICAL DECISIONMAKING

19-1 Mature minor doctrine—general

19-2 Minors’ access to particular treatments
   § ___. Treatment for STDs
   § ___. Mental health treatment
   § ___. Treatment for substance abuse/addiction
   § ___. Access to puberty delaying drugs and other treatment for transgender youth

19-3 Psychiatric hospitalization

19-4 Minor’s refusal of treatment
   § ___. General- refusal v. consent
   § ___. Religiously motivated refusal
   § ___. Other

Chapter 20. SEXUAL IDENTITY, ACTIVITY AND PROCREATION

20-1 Age(s) of consent to sexual activity

20-2 Liability for sexual activity [will include sexting etc., and absence of liability for
child pornography]

20-3 Access to reproductive treatments
   § ___. Contraceptives and contraceptive information
   § ___. Access to abortion
      a. Definition of mature minor
      b. Best interest inquiry

20-4 Sexual identity and transitioning

20-5 [Cross-reference limited parental authority to control school curriculum, which
includes access to sex ed]
Chapter 21. RELIGIOUS EXERCISE (cross-ref schools and families; medical care)

Chapter 22. CURFEW

Chapter 23. SPEECH AND EXPRESSION
   § ___. General (cross-reference children in school).
   § ___. Political activity
   § ___. Association (1st Amendment) (cross-reference to schools and families)
   § ___. Access to sexually explicit materials
   a. video games
   b. music
   § ___. Privacy (see this case; might go in families section)

Chapter 24. MINORS’ OBLIGATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
   24-1 Tort Liability (cross-reference to Restatement of Torts)
   24-2 Infancy doctrine in contract law (cross-reference to Restatement of Contracts)
   24-3 Obligations of emancipated minors